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for 50ml
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hen a note is one of the most commonly
used in perfumery, it can be taken for
granted. Used to bring a citrus zing to
hundreds of well-known scents, it’s easy to
dismiss bergamot as a bit boring. Yet without
it, some of the world’s best-ever fragrances wouldn’t exist.
It may not be as sexy as tuberose, as exotic as incense or as
romantic as rose, but this zesty oil, derived from the skin of the
nearly-ripe bergamot orange, is relied upon by perfumers to provide
a uniquely fresh top note to chypres, colognes (it’s the
mainstay of original cologne), florals and many more.
Fresher than orange but not as bitter as lime, bergamot
bursts, it sings, it uplifts. Not bad going for a boring citrus.
In his book The Diary Of A Nose: A Year In The Life
Of A Parfumeur (Particular Books, £14.99), Jean-Claude
Ellena describes the moment he visits a bergamot supplier
in Calabria (where they grow the best bergamot in the
world): ‘The smell bowls me over, floods through me.’
He normally tries to establish some distance from
smells, ‘the better to grasp them’, but so enchanted
is Ellena by the smell of bergamot that he ‘can’t get
away from it. I let it wrap itself around me’.
Another perfumer whose love affair with bergamot has
recently come into the spotlight is François Demachy, the
principal nose for Dior. His reworking of its Eau Sauvage
sees the men’s classic leavened by the further addition of
Calabria’s fi nest, while retaining its sophisticated charm.
Other new-season showcases for bergamot: Diana Vreeland
Smashingly Brilliant – out and out Mediterranean with
bergamot the dynamic counterpoint to a warm, woozy base
and inspired, like all the range, by the legendary magazine
editor – and Hermès Le Jardin de Monsieur Li, where
bergamot is used to hint at something more delicate.
Diptyque’s Florabellio is a poetic composition that
aims to defy defi nition via a list of ingredients, but
the perfumer has used bergamot to create a level of
lift and sunshine above earthier notes of wild violets,
root and soil. And Byredo’s much-loved Gypsy Water,
where notes of bergamot balance a smoky heart, has been
reinvented as a cool little spritz for hair. It’s love all round
for boring, brilliant bergamot. e

Diptyque
Florabellio EDT,
£58 for 50ml

Our 10 best classic
bergamot fragrances at
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Diana Vree land

It’s fresh, uplifting and thousands of perfumes couldn’t exist without it. So it’s
about time boring old bergamot got a proper shoutout, says Annabel Meggeson

Diana Vreeland
Smashingly Brilliant
EDP, £133 for 50ml,
exclusively available
at Selfridges

Byredo
Gypsy Water
Hair Perfume,
£37 for 75ml
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